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Great Inventions Made Before History Began

The first farmers drew
their own crude plows.

Then some unknown inventor made a plow with a
long shaft and harnessed oxen to pull it along.

When we think of inventors we
usually imagine scientists working
with test-tubes and microscopes, or
engineers working in bright modern
workshops. But some of the inventions we still use today were made by
cave-dwellers who lived before history
began. It was these early men who
first learned how to make fire, how
to get clothes and leather from animal
skins, how to make the first· crude
tools of wood and flint.
After , the cave-dwellers came the
first farmers who used rough pointed

sticks to dig the ground. In time
they invented wooden hoes and handplows which they pulled over the
fields themselves.
Then, more than five thousand
. years ago, some unknown inventor
in ancient Egypt made a plow with a
long shaft to which a pair of oxen
could be harnessed by means of a
cross-pole fixed in front of their
horns. The invention of a harness
meant that animals could now be used
not only for carrying loads, but also
for pulling things.
5
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The Mighty Power of Steam

The invention of the steam engine
was soon to change the lives of
millions of people all over the world.
Before the age of steam began, most
of the world's work had to be done
by men and animals. Most, but not
quite all. The ancient Egyptians had
fitted masts and sails to their ships so
that the strength of the wind could
help the rowers, and later the Phrenicians built sailing-and-rowing ships
that could carry them the whole
length of the Mediterranean.
Then, more than eight hundred
years ago, some unknown inventor
made the first windmill, and soon the
millers of Germany and Holland were
using the wind's strength to grind
their corn. In many parts of Europe,
too, water wheels were used to work
mills.
About 1700. the first steam engine
which could do a really useful job
was invented. It made steam to create
pressure whi.ch could be used for
drawing water up from the mines.
Some sixty years later, James Watt,
20,

The ancient Egyptians used levers to
help raise water from the river to their
fields . . When the vessel was full, the
heavy ball at the end of the short arm
of the lever helped to raise it.

From the boiler of this early steam
engine, a large volume of steam passed
through a valve into the vessel above.
There it was cooled, and turned into a
small volume of water. This caused a
vacuum which pulled down one end of
the beam. The other end was raised
and drew up water from the mine.

a Scotsman, invented steam engines
not only for pumping water but also
for turning wheels to drive various
simple machines.
Other engineers began to have
visions of making wonderful engines
which would turn their own wheels
and move along without the help of
horses. From 1800 onwards the first
locomotives began to be made, but it
was not until 1814 that a really
powerful one was produced by
George Stephenson. Now, less than
a ceptury and a half after, American
locomotives are running over more
than a quarter of a million miles of
track!
Steam was very soon put to work
on water as well as on land. In 1786
James Rumsey made a trip on the
Potomac River in a small boat driven
by a power-pump, but his speed was
only four miles per hour. Sixteen
years later, in Scotland, a more
successful boat was built using steamdriven paddle-wheels. Soon paddlesteamers, including Robert Fulton's
famous Clermont, were plying along
many of the rivers and narrow strips
of sea in America and Europe, most
of them carrying sails as well.
21

New Lamps for Old

Before mineral oil, gas
and electricity were brought
into use, the lighting of
men's homes had changed
very slowly through the
long centuries. The first
men who lived on the earth
had no way of making
light. When darkness began to fall they found
shelter and lay down to rest
until dawn broke once
more. After many thousands of years, men learned
to make fire, and at night
burning torches flared and
smoked in their caves.
Long before the first letter was written or the first
wheel made, somebody invented the wick and the
lamp. These pnm1t1ve
boat-shaped lamps were
usually fashioned from clay
and filled with animal fat.
The wick was probably
made from some kind of
26
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Years ago men made lights with wood or oil from plants

and animals. Now we use mineral oil, gas and electricity.

vegetable fiber. But lamps
were rare until the time of
the Greeks and Romans,
who made many beautiful
ones of clay or bronze,
which were filled with olive
oil and supplied with wicks
of twisted flax or cotton.
Not very long afterwards
candles, too, were made.
A number· of long wicks,
hung from a stick, were
dipped several times into
melted fat or beeswax which
gradually formed a thick
coating round them.
Lamps were first filled
with whale oil about the
time of the M ayfiower
when seamen began to hunt
sperm-whales in the Arctic
seas. Later came mineral
oil, used in lamps which
could be regulated to give a
dim or bright light.
From about 1830to 1900
the yellow flame of the gasjet was used in more and
more homes, until that, too,
had slowly to give place to
the new electric lighting.
27

century card games became very popular in Europe, and the same method
of printing was used. Many of these
old playing cards showed pictures of
knights, and often the name of the
knight was carved on the wood block.
About 1450, a German named
Gutenberg made separate little blocks
for each letter so that they could be
arranged to form any word or sentence
needed, and used over and over again.
So the art of printing began. In a few
years it was in full swing in many parts
of the world.
Up-to-the-minute newspapers did not
become po~sible until many years later
when there were electric telegraphs to
bring news swiftly, steam engines to

How News Travels Faster
than a Jet Plane

.I

Although a jet pilot can travel three
hundred times faster than the first men,
who walked barefoot from place. to
place, there is something else which
travels many times faster still-news.
If there is an earthquake in Japan we
read about it in our newspapers or hear
about it on our radios within a few
hours, or even a few minutes. Yet sixty
years ago there were no radios, two
hundred years ago no daily papers, six
hundred years ago no printed books.
Until after 1400 every book had to be
made by hand. Scholars and monks
worked long hours writing with quill
pens on sheets of parchment which
were finally hand-bound in leather.
Then, some time before 1400, a
Chinese invention many hundreds of
years old came into use in Europe.
The Chinese had carved patterns on
flat blocks of wood and smeared them
with ink made of gum, lampblack and
water to stamp designs on silk. Later,
having learned to make paper, they
used wood blocks to print the designs
on playing cards. In the fourteenth
32

drive printing presses, and machines to

set up type rapidly.
In 1864, before the first successful
type-setting machines were produced, a
Scottish scientist named Clerk Maxwell
showed that electric power could be
turned into waves which traveled as
fast as light and passed through many
materials-through the air, for instance..
Other scientists worked to find out
more about these waves, and in 1895 a
young Italian inventor, Marconi, found
that he could use them to telegraph a
message more than a mile without
wires. Marconi went on improving
his apparatus, and in a few years news
could be flashed right round the world
by radio.

put
The inside-out type is inked, and a
sheet of paper pressed on to it. When
the paper is raised the letters are
printed on it the right way round.

Inked type and paper are placed on the "bed" of this printing press.
A. lever is pulled, and a large block presses the paper firmly on to the type.
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